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Give students the targeted, skill-building practice they need with these standards-based books!

Each workbook includes more than 40 ready-to-reproduce practice pages. Easy-to-follow directions

and fun exercises motivate students to work on their own. Every activity in each book is correlated

to state standards. For use with Grade 6.
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I do think the workbook could be more challenging as American students already fall behind China

and Japan in many academic areas. However, this workbook help me identify areas in which my

son needed improvement, which was more of the antonyms and synonyms. This past school year I

thought my son needed help with reading, which I now know was not the problem.I will be buying a

dictionary also. As parents, we have to be proactive in our children's education.

Every teacher wants short, focused passages to assess different skills. This is perfect! I've used this

in a test prep center, for homework, for warm-ups, and the longer tests are great diagnostic skills.

I've pulled and retyped the short passages for my own quizzes. Very solid. Grade level appropriate.

I am a reading specialist and needed some extra work on hand for when I have a substitute. These



are great. In depth enough that they are worthwhile, but short enough that they can be completed in

one small group session.

I recommend this book. Good passages and good questions. I use this to review reading skills with

my 6th grade ESL students and my 11th grade ESL students. Sometimes we have to break reading

skills down to a simpler form so the student can gain the skill needed.

These tests are quick and easy. As a tutor, they help to quickly point out a students reading

capability, or problem area. They are also helpful with students who are reluctant to test and it helps

them to release any test anxiety for the classroom. I wouldn't plan to use this as a teaching aid, but

it is a good little book.

This book will help youngsters learn to read for comprehension. I found that reading some of the

paragraphs to students that I tutor help them to learn to listen well I recommend this book for the

interesting subjects in each paragraph. Well done.

I bought this and did a review every Friday with my middle school reading classes. Their other

teachers reviewed the other subjects presented. I think it helped. Kids seemed to enjoy it and many

became more relaxed with the concept of test taking.

Like the short reading and then questions to follow. Each section is not overwhelming. Which is

good since my son is adhd and is not a huge fan of reading. The synonym and antonym section is

also great. Helps build vocab.
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